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ABSTRACT
This report translates results and findings of the intensive field work
research carried out by the DELILAH consortium into practical
guidelines for managers and designers of distant (vocational)
training for corporate settings. Based on practical experiences
of ISVOR-FIAT the guidelines are illuminated with a description of
actual examples of three distinguishing distant training arrange-
ments: a learning centre, video-conference courses and busi-
ness television.
The guidelines are produced in a printed and a digital version:
· a printed guidebook
· an online version (delivered under the internet homepage of
the sfs and of DELILAH)
The digital version is illuminated with (hyper-)links, leading throu-
gh the guidebook and selecting the relevant indicators and in-
formation step by step, combining relevant aspects with each
other and switching or “surfing” easily between them.
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1 Guide for the Reader
The guidelines for Distant Learning Arrangements for Corporate
Training (DiLACT) intend to be a practical and pragmatic gui-
dance for enterprises or other institutions to decide, what kind
of distant learning arrangement (especially open learning cen-
tre, video-conference, business television) should be chosen
under specific conditions and prerequisites for corporate trai-
ning settings. Furthermore the indicators for the choice of a spe-
cific arrangement are the “fundamental building blocks” for
designing the concrete learning environment.
Therefore these guidelines are targeted as well at managers
and at designers of continuous vocational training in a corpo-
rate setting. They might be also useful for the evaluation and
assessment of learning results and the supporters of computer
based learning arrangements.
The guidelines will assist
(a) decision makers and managers to select and combine re-
levant technologies, training contents and learning strate-
gies;
(b) the designers of these learning arrangements to create
adequate learning paths, pedagogical methods and sup-
port possibilities.
The guidelines will help to choose and create the specific
learning arrangement for specific qualification needs adjusted
on the specific capabilities of the enterprise or institution. The
definition of typical qualification needs will refer to three distincti-
ve models for distant learning arrangements in corporate trai-
ning settings, with different components and a different range
of application possibilities:
1. a learning centre as an example of an integrated learning
approach, covering every possibility of distant learning and
combining it with “traditional” learning capabilities, putting a
strong focus on individual learning strategies; including self-
instructed learning with “multimedia”: computer based
learning (online or offline), video-conferences, business tele-
vision, but also (hand-)books and other “traditional” literature
(e.g. encyclopedia, dictionaries);
2. video-conferences for vocational training with high demands
on the pedagogical instrumentation and interactive learning;
3. business television as a simple possibility with a wide range
of dissemination and a very low grade of interactivity ( recep-
tive learning).1
1 Business Television is not “innovative” in the strict sense, for the technology is in
existence for several years. However, satellite transmission and the internatio-
nalisation or globalisation of enterprises and markets make this technology
more and more useful for particular training courses and contents. Even no-
wadays this technology is more a matter of large companies, it might be
interesting for small and medium sized enterprises (networks) as well in the
future. Furthermore there are “innovative” possibilities to combine business
television with interactive communications (telephone-, online-hotlines etc.).
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In respect to the findings of the DELILAH project (see the des-
cription below) DiLACT generates a permanent information sy-
stem in the form of a (printed and digital) handbook, flexible
and open for updates relating to new developments. Beyond
the chosen range of distinctive examples for distant learning
arrangements the guidelines will hopefully become a tool to
design almost other innovative new learning arrangements as
well, to create innovative learning environments, to give help
for autonomous learning and the stimulation of collaboration
between learners.
All in all the guidelines for Distant Learning Arrangements for
Corporate Training (DiLACT) are:
1. process oriented,
2. context-related,
3. theoretical and empirical founded,
4. business-like and pragmatically designed and tested,
5. helping to define starting points in solving problems,
6. helping to develop strategic and operative objectives,
7. reflecting the background of recent existing innovations,
8. referring to the development of the “learning patrimony”2.
The guidelines will give practical advise emerging from empiri-
cal (action) research. Nevertheless the theoretical background
will be referred to if relevant. The manual is starting with the aims
and objectives of the guidelines, completed in brief by the theo-
retical and empirical background (the DELILAH project). Over-
arching guiding principles, specifications and prerequisites are
referred to before the fundamental building blocks and the cri-
tical factors for distant learning arrangements are listed up in
form of a checklist and decision guidance. Before the distincti-
ve description of the three different learning arrangements
(learning centre, video-conference and business television)
begins the underlying relevant qualification needs and the rela-
tion to the different types of learning solutions will be examined.
2 The learning patrimony is a central concept of DELILAH concerning the ana-
lysis of cross-national and cross-sectoral differences and developments. For
further explanation and descriptions see deliverable 1 of the DELILAH project.
See also chapter 3.
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2 Aims and Objectives of the Guidelines
The general aim of the guidelines is to create a criteria cata-
logue in the form of a “checklist” to decide, what kind of (tech-
nology based) learning arrangement should be chosen for a
given training deficit, what kind of organisational framework and
pedagogical support is necessary and so on. Scenarios and ar-
rangements of corporate distant learning settings will be shown
in order to:
1. select adequate learning contents,
2. combine them with the needs of the relevant target groups,
3. choose the right technology,
4. identify the necessary prerequisites,
5. involve effective corporate settings,
6. develop adequate learning and support strategies,
7. design a learning path for the learner,
for the purpose of facilitating the selection and design of an
effective learning configuration.
The guidelines refer to the growing necessity of cooperation and
networking and might stimulate more vocational training in cor-
porate settings:
1. within large companies and their plants (worldwide)
2. between small and medium sized enterprises (qualification
networks)
3. between large companies and small and medium sized
enterprises (knowledge transfer through qualification net-
works with suppliers, dealers etc.)
4. within and across different branches (for sector indepen-
dent qualification contents like basic or key-qualifications,
multimedia competence, organisational development,
continuous developing processes etc.).
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3 Theoretical and Empirical Background of the
Guidelines (The DELILAH Project)
In recent years economic development, reflected in changing
labour markets and an increasing demand for new skills and
new flexibility in education and vocational training, in conjunction
with advances in information technology and telematics infra-
structures, has precipitated the expansion of computer based
(distant) learning and training applications. The perceived be-
nefits from the application of new technologies to education
and training focused on an increasing access to education and
training provisions, enhancing the adaptability of the workforce
through flexibility and “just in time” delivery.
The interdependency between organisational and technologi-
cal innovation is creating new potentials for computer based
networking and learning. New telecommunication possibilities
effect value added training capabilities, which are able to face
the demands and necessity of organisational needs as well as
the flexible adaptation of “constant change” within continuous
improving processes.
Working in a rapidly changing environment (technology, orga-
nisation and qualification), certain factors are to be emphasi-
sed concerning the background and content of vocational trai-
ning:
· customer and service orientation (sales and post-sales trai-
ning, improvement projects, training and education as well
as assistance in the field and the implementation of metho-
dologies)
· innovative programs for the integrated factory (e.g. lean pro-
duction)
· network organisation, integrating various organisational levels
of systems and methodologies (planning and reporting sy-
stems, quality, improvement, process reengineering); co-ope-
ration with other enterprises (suppliers, dealers, strategic net-
works)
· internationalisation (professional, managerial and technical
development, integration of local resources, improvement
of skills of managers operating international)
· permanent training (lifelong learning)
· dissemination of company know-how.
Progress in technology, the “global information age” and chan-
ges in learning lead to needs and opportunities to supplement
new, flexible, distant and continuous training systems. Training
and re-training are needed to support:
· new product introductions
· job skills training, higher skill levels demanded by new jobs
· advanced education and training, in both (technical and non
technical) subjects
· management development
· customer orientation
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· the increasing flexibility and ability to handle “constant chan-
ge”.
Learning Innovations and Learning Applications (The
DELILAH Project)
Innovative computer based distant learning and training arran-
gements effect new opportunities to provide demands of “con-
stant changes”. The DELILAH project (Designing and Evaluating
Learning Innovations and Learning Applications), funded by the
European Commission within the Targeted Socio-Economic Re-
search (TSER) programme, was created on this ground. For this
guidelines prototype models of distant training configurations
were investigated in the frame of the DELILAH project. These
can be regarded as “best practice” models for the creative
combination of technological and conceptual interdisciplinary
development of training possibilities in corporate settings.
Within DELILAH learning innovations were evaluated and desi-
gned, involving both “traditional” and telematic-based learning
applications. On the basis of twenty case studies in four sectors
and five countries and in collaboration with four research- and
test-sites innovative models, methodologies and tools for sup-
porting and evaluating education and training innovations were
developed, particularly using information and communication
technologies. Five research institutes provided, within an action
research user-led approach, technical assistance, know-how
and expertise to the education and training initiatives involved
in the project, and to the wider policy constituency.
The collaborative DELILAH project focused on cross-sectoral and
cross-national comparisons as well as on theoretically determi-
ned and practical-relevant results. The contents, sectors, rese-
arch institutes and test sites as well as the main research themes
of DELILAH are summarised in the following graph.
Within DELILAH the Sozialforschungsstelle (Social Research Cen-
tre) Dortmund was in co-operation with the test site ISVOR-FIAT3
responsible for the sector of distant vocational training in cor-
porate settings. The guidelines were assessed and developed in
the DELILAH-project, especially in co-operation with the test site
ISVOR-FIAT. Based on the technological possibilities of FIAT Auto
three main innovative distant learning configurations were desi-
gned and proved by ISVOR-FIAT, building the background for
these guidelines:
3 ISVOR-FIAT is a “education service company, providing training and consul-
ting activities” to enterprises. It was founded 1978 in Torino as a member of
the international acting FIAT-GROUP to support the FIAT-GROUP policies of
organisational and managerial changes and to develop human resource
skills. These guidelines are based on information, documents, presentations
and discussions with the responsible consultants of ISVOR-FIAT. Special thanks
to Luisella Erlicher, Federica Garbolino, Ezio Fregnan and the Instructional
Design Department Manager Luciano Battezzati as well as to Dr Mauro Man-
der (University of Torino, Evaluating and Assessment Project of ISVOR-FIAT´s
distance learning projects) and the tutors and the personnel manager of the
Cassino Fiat Auto Plant.
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Graph 1: Research Themes, Research Institutes and Test-Sites
of DELILAH (Designing and Evaluating Learning
Innovations and Learning Applications)
· business television: a cycle of training units about trouble-
shooting problems, addressed to FIAT Auto dealers in Italy
(December 1996)
· video-conferencing: training courses transferred via video-
conferencing addressed to five factories simultaneously con-
nected via telecommunication (ISDN), (first course in Octo-
ber 1996)
· learning centre: self-managed learning centre for the em-
ployees of a FIAT plant in the South of Italy, co-ordinated by
and connected to a central site as an education and trai-
ning, information and know-how centre, including cultural,
social, economics and technical contents (start in January
1998).
In reference to the findings of the twenty cross-national and
cross-sectoral case studies4 made within the DELILAH-project
four sector-specific tools were developed, in this case guideli-
nes for (continuous) vocational training in corporate settings. In
respect to the DELILAH-project the following results (differentia-
ted in tensions, opportunities, constraints and social exclusion)
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4 These sectoral case studies of education and training innovations referred to
crucial social, cultural, economic, organisational and pedagogic factors. Tech-
nological aspects were subordinated and among others seen as one com-
ponent of the learning arrangement.
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have to be mentioned in relation to the learning innovations for
corporate vocational training.
Tensions
Þ As described in the DELILAH project the relevance of natio-
nal learning patrimonies is evidently shaped by economi-
cal matters.5 The learning patrimonies (especially influen-
cing the national educational sector) have been reconsi-
dered in the light of an economic rationale and become
more and more economically driven. For some countries
this may be acknowledged to be a permanent characteri-
stic of their respective patrimony. For others this economi-
cal emphasis, which demands a more practical knowledge,
it is a new element not present in the traditional learning
patrimony - induced by a new set of public policies, whose
effects seem to have long-lasting, secondary effects. It is
clear in this respect, that not only the countries, whose
learning patrimony is more directly related to this liberal-
humanist tradition but also those more pervaded by a vo-
cationalist tradition are being influenced by contextual
changes - namely in the economy and in public policy.
Þ But within the economic sector and for corporate training
organisational efficiency and cost-effectiveness are (and
this is very different from the other sectors of DELILAH “dis-
advantaged groups”, “primary and secondary education”,
“higher education”) evidently relevant indicators. Individu-
al and cultural development could be also of interest, if they
are in congruence to the economical objectives of the
enterprises (see the concept of ISVOR-FIAT for an open
learning centre described later).
Þ The (continuous) updating of qualification demands more
middle- and long-termed qualification strategies instead
of reactive strategies or a short-termed fulfilling of actual
needs. While a lot of big companies (like FIAT) are taking
this into account, especially in small and medium sized enter-
prises qualification gaps are still filled when recognised, no
prospective orientation takes place.
Þ More and more “indirect” cost-effectiveness has to be ta-
ken into account: The elaboration of basic or key-qualifi-
cations for further flexible and self-instructed adaptation of
qualification gaps, a higher intrinsic motivation for more ef-
ficiency and quality, etc. Therefore the motivation and the
capability for self-learning has to be demanded and sup-
ported.
Þ Productive tension are coming from new policies and mar-
ket necessities. Partnership and network are more and more
important. Corporation instead of competition for the sake
of qualification is becoming an increasing relevance. Pu-
5 For the concept and relevance of “Learning Patrimonies” see Frade a. o.
1996.
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blic-private-partnerships for the enrichment of general
education (multimedia competence, key-qualification) and
for the combat against social disadvantage are necessary.
Qualification networks and other networking platforms could
especially help small and medium sized enterprises to over-
come times of upheaval.
Þ Access to qualification becomes more and more a selec-
tion criteria and a benefit for the employees (see “social
exclusion”).
Opportunities and Constraints
Þ The deployment of information and communication tech-
nology (especially value-added applications) gave the sec-
tor of corporate training a creative initiation. New (com-
plementary) training techniques and possibilities are incre-
asing.
Þ Constraints for innovations are referring to the necessity of
“multimedia competence”. Currently there is no qualifica-
tion background given from the educational sector, every
hierarchical position and age group has sooner or later to
get this kind of basic qualification not to be dropped out.
Þ Constraints and opportunities related to the information and
communication technology are dealing with useful and
added value applications (almost complementary, not sub-
stitutive), the creation of innovative possibilities and depen-
dent from the contents of the training courses.
Þ Further constraints and opportunities are emerge from the
interdependence between technology, organisation and
qualification. Technology, organisation and qualification
have to go hand in hand, fit each other. Especially the in-
terdependency between organisational development (re-
organisation, the integration of different activities in one
workplace, continuous improvement processes etc.) and
qualification are corresponding. Continuous vocational trai-
ning is an important part of continuous organisational de-
velopment and vice versa (see graph 2).
Þ Pedagogy related constraints and opportunities mainly af-
fect support structures with a growing emphasis on the tu-
tor/trainer assistance, the role of the teacher/tutor, self-
learning approaches and the changing learning contents
and demands (networking, basic/key qualifications). These
new pedagogic demands will indeed change all in all and
step by the step the learning patrimony.
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Graph 2: The Magic Triangle of Corporate Training
Training Access and (Social) Exclusion
Þ Last but not least the aspect of (social) exclusion or access
to learning/training possibilities has to be paid respect to
and kept in mind concerning further developments: The gap
between lower and higher skills increases, the recent more
secure positions and more qualified employees could make
more benefits from new training facilities, looser are low skil-
led workers, elder employees and nevertheless the unem-
ployed. Employees which are older or lower skilled find
themselves marginalised, if not excluded from training op-
portunities, especially from training innovations. They have
difficulties to participate, this might be also related to the
“learning patrimony” of the economic sector: no investiga-
tion in “human resources” that do not guaranty “profit”.
Emerging problems are pushed to the public sector. Public-
private-partnerships are a possible and necessary way of
dealing with these problems right from the beginning. Pu-
blic-private-partnership or concerted co-operation bet-
ween the public administration and the economic sector
to fight against social exclusion are necessary. Not only for
the sake of combat against social exclusion, but also for a
general “multimedia competence” and the capability for
self-instructed life-long learning on the one hand and a bet-
ter cultural understanding and communication in a global
world, to provide a wider platform for social and cultural
exchange (even and especially in the economic sector).
TECHNOLOGY
up-to-date competence
user needs oriented implementation
ORGANISATION
reorganisation
cooperation
QUALIFICATION
continuous updating of competence
enrichment of key-qualifications
CORPORATE
TRAINING
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4 Overarching Guiding Principles
Because of the rapidly changing environments (technology,
organisation, qualification), overarching guiding principles for
vocational training have to be emphasised and taken into ac-
count for distant learning and training arrangements in general:
Þ learning as an ongoing process: permanent continuous
managerial and technical vocational training for “learners”
(managers, clerks, workers) as well as an ongoing learning
processes for the trainers and for the company as a learning
organisation as well
Þ a wide range of comprehensive contents for vocational trai-
ning, training for integrated processes (“integrated facto-
ry”)
Þ the design of a comprehensive approach, emphasising
learning strategies and systems
Þ integration of new technologies as a tool to optimise trai-
ning solutions, the effective use and combination of tech-
nologies (multimedia mix) in a learning system (not a sum-
mary of single eclectic courses).
On this background - and to be more concrete - training needs
and their determined demands could be summarised in a
learning paradigm as follows:
Table  1: Learning Paradigm
Continuous vocational training has to be seen as a continuous
improvement process for the adjustment of technological, con-
tent and pedagogical components. A continuous evaluation
of learning and cost effectiveness has to be an integrated buil-
ding block as well.
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For managing constant change and coping continuous impro-
vement the willingness and competence of the employees for
continuous learning and vocational training is essential. Recently,
it has become evident, that there is a growing pressure on the
employees for permanent, self-initiated learning and vocatio-
nal training (even for unskilled workers). All these necessities will
have a great influence on social life, especially by blurring the
boarders of work and leisure, but also by infecting the (natio-
nal) “learning patrimonies” as well.
To support self-learning activities a strong involvement of lear-
ner oriented or social aspects is necessary:
· commitment of user needs
· balancing the needs of managers (efficiency, cost-effecti-
veness) and learners (participation, motivation)
· the consideration of social aspects, creating of a social at-
mosphere (for the learning situation)
· simple and clear transfer of knowledge
· stimulating the processing of learning contents, associated
with a pedagogical demanding design
· close relationship between trainers and especially tutors/sup-
porters on one hand and learners on the other hand.
For the continuing realisation and adjustment of qualification
an increasing flexibility and ability to handle “constant change”
is required from the employees:
Þ the enhancement of life-long learning
Þ continuous and flexible training on the job
Þ continuous upgrading of skills
Þ a widening of the “knowledge base” for personal (“key-
qualification”) and professional development as well as a
wider knowledge platform for cultural and social exchange
Þ learning how to learn (self-instructed learning)
Þ combining entrepreneurial and individual objectives.
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5 Specifications - Prerequisites
Specifications and prerequisites for corporate training have to
be determined and defined before the attempt for the imple-
mentation stage of a distant learning arrangement. Thus, one
should concern oneself with the following:
Þ the management of the company or institution has to be
continuously involved and convinced of the added values
of distant learning
Þ company internal resistance has to be paid attention to
Þ specific internal know-how for the planning, designing and
proceeding of vocational training has to be identified
Þ external know-how has to be embraced and integrated
Þ interdisciplinary teams have to be put together
Þ the technological equipment has to be checked and en-
hanced
Þ the required pedagogical know-how and demands have
to be examined
Þ the relevant qualifications of the learners have to be disco-
vered
Þ the qualification deficits have to be worked out for the trai-
ning sessions.
Although the specifications and prerequisites are dependent
on the specific learning arrangements and therefore they have
to be specified within the description of the actual learning ar-
rangements later (learning centre, video-conference, business
television), a few overarching requirements should be mentio-
ned and obtained:
· the generation of a training as a learning system
· relevant environment factors for choosing learning techno-
logies
· support demands
· evaluation, assessment, monitoring
· corporate settings
· new learner profile.
The Creation of a Learning SYSTEM
A learning system has to be created - consisting of different
parts, that have to fit each other. To create a “learning system”
the following prerequisites, components and steps have to be
checked:
· know-how acquisition, improvement of performance level
· needs analysis: processes, skills, knowledge
· learning environment
· multimedia facilities, technological equipment
· facilitators: teachers, tutors, promoters
· evaluation, monitoring and assessment systems.
Due to its complexity, distant learning arrangements with all the
different components should be made co-operative within in-
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terdisciplinary teams of almost every profession needed (tech-
nicians, trainers, educators, managers, etc.). Although the com-
munication and co-operation between different professions
(especially between technicians and educators) is sometimes
very difficult, these diversified areas of expertise have to work
together to construct a learning system or arrangement with
compatible contents, courses and learning materials. For the
acquisition of know-how the balance between external experts
and internal trainers/teachers (attachment and transfer of ex-
ternal know-how) should be decided on the base of “make and
buy” training (innovations). External competence, technical
know-how and support (technological supply and technical
experts) should be integrated if necessary and to improve inter-
nal capabilities.
The added values of distant learning technologies can only be
realised within appropriate social and pedagogic arrange-
ments. Therefore, within the learning system the didactic path
has to be well designed and the monitoring and support of the
learning process have to be well defined also. The learning ar-
rangement has to balance and include phases of learning, ex-
change, reflection, deepening/studying and practising. Doubts,
questions and problems have to be cleared in interactive and
co-operative learning, supported by experts or tutorial assi-
stance.
For the learning arrangement it is important to have connection
points or interfaces between the training institution and the cor-
porate settings (companies/plants): interface or project leaders,
tutors, profession leaders, client leaders, know-how engineers
(information managers, identifying knowledge gaps).
Environment Aspect are Relevant for Choice of the “Right”
Technology
The balance between “traditional” and technology based ar-
rangements should be characterised by the value added com-
bination of different components, running the learning system.
Within distant training arrangements information and communi-
cation technologies are fundamental, “traditional classroom
arrangements” are integrated if useful, but they are only margi-
nal and additional within distant training.
The choice of the appropriate technology and the compatibili-
ty to the objectives of corporate training is very important. Dif-
ferent environment aspects should be considered in choosing
the suitable learning technology:
· the level of communication and interaction between trainers
and participants, between the participants
· the level of the necessary use of technology
· the level of technological interaction and the communicati-
on range
· the number of involved participants and plants
· the kind of didactical objectives and the nature of learning
contents
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· the organisation of learning, the organisational culture of the
company
· the level of competence on specific contents (from a low
up to a high level of experience)
· the familiarity with the technology
· the investment costs.
In the graphs that follow, the position of the relevant technolo-
gy has to be understood as an example. Its real rank is depen-
ding on the capabilities of the target groups and the contents
of the training. The conventional learning arrangement “tradi-
tional class room” is set of as well as the relevant examples des-
cribed later. The other learning possibilities are beneath the al-
ready mentioned inherent probabilities of a learning centre.
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Graph 3: Environment Aspects for Training Arrangements (I)
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Graph 3 (continued): Environment Aspects for Training Arrangements (II)
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Graph 3 (continued): Environment Aspects for Training Arrangements (III)
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The decision for a traditional or a distant learning arrangement
is very much dependent on the cost-effectiveness. As the costs
of traditional setting are increasing with the number of partici-
pants, it is quite constant on a once designed distant learning
course.
Graph 4: Cost-Effectiveness of “Traditional” and Distant
Learning Arrangements (e.g. Video-Conference,
Business Television)
The structure and amount of costs for the planning and desi-
gning, the initial equipment and the continuous management
and maintenance for corporate training arrangements are very
different:
· For the “traditional class room” training the costs for the cour-
ses are depending primarily on the number of participants.
The payment for equipment, management, maintenance,
designing are almost include in the price for each partici-
pant.
· For business television the main costs are in the outsourcing
of the production of the film and the satellite hours.
· Video-conference courses need an high investigation in the
initial multimedia equipment and high costs for the (pedago-
gical) design of the training.
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· The almost elaborated arrangement for learning and training
is the creation of a learning centre, also from the cost per-
spective. Beneath an enormous investigation in the initial
equipment and design especially the follow-up costs for sup-
port and maintenance have to considered about.
Table  2: Costs for Traditional and Distant Learning
Arrangements
The level of interaction and the control of delivery is to be consi-
dered about for choosing the appropriate learning system. The
accumulation of different communication channels, that could
be used in different learning technologies, are listed up in the
table below.
Table  3: Level of Interaction / Communication Channels
The chosen learning technology has direct impact on the con-
trol on delivery. Manuals and books can be copied by everyo-
ne and online learning applications can be used at any com-
puter link. However, the delivery of business television courses
can be controlled by coded transmissions for a defined target
group and video-conference training is restricted to previously
defined group. Anyway it can be posted, that the higher the
interaction level, the higher is the delivery control.
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Graph 5: The Choice of Technology by the Level of
Interaction and Delivery Control
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port on helping how to learn, on self-instructed learning leads to
a great need for pedagogic tools helping learners to develop
this ability. Therefore support has to be given on different levels:
individual and group oriented support structures, organisational
support, support and co-operation interfaces between trainers
and learners, tutors and learners, learners and learners.
Evaluation, Assessment and Monitoring is Requested to Ensure
the Quality
Working on the quality of training, evaluating on a quality pro-
gram is obvious (e.g. software-based quality systems build on
ISO 9001 containing methodologies, tools and assistance. Be-
neath the traditional learner centred evaluation special attenti-
on within the evaluation of distant learning innovations has to
be paid to the new characters (in brackets possible evaluation
techniques):
· distant teaching ( teachers questionnaires)
· presence of the tutor (tutors questionnaires)
· use of technological support ( participants questionnaires).
Relevant problems the actual evaluation of distant learning ar-
rangements are dealing with are (in brackets methods to redu-
ce this factors):
· different use, particularisation of time
· appealing of a new technology (changing cognition and
habits, e.g. passive use of the screen technology)
· interaction modus, large audience (getting familiar by using)
· role of the tutor (training in tutoring, in video-conferencing =
new added competencies, social capabilities)
· lack of experience in interactive learning by video (content
restrictions, mix of technology, didactical methods and sup-
port).
The covered limits of evaluation are (in brackets the chosen
methods to reduce the effects):
· typical limits of questionnaires (increasing the reliability by
questioning more people involved, follow up questionnaires,
control of variables)
· typical limits of training effects depending on the interdepen-
dency of different external factors
· typical limits of technology.
An assessment including four levels of evaluation is useful:
1. learning level, learning results
2. perceptions, gratification
3. behavioural effects, transferability (on the job)
4. organisational effects, efficiency (results in business, added
values).
The first two levels are internal, directly related to the training.
The first is the fundamental level, including tests for the learners.
The third and fourth level are an external and very complex as-
sessment, analysing variables influenced by various correlated
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factors and dealing with external effects of the training. For the
evaluation of external effects is very complex, most of the eva-
luation programs stop here. It might be good to include these
levels within the evaluation of the innovative initiatives, but it is a
matter of costs and, anyway, these kind of evaluation did not
take place up to now.
Corporate Settings are of Growing Relevance not only for
Large Companies
Corporate settings for distant training are of a growing relevan-
ce, not only for large companies with a (world-wide) spread of
plants, but also in industry branches confronted with industrial
and organisational change and characterised by a high num-
ber of small and medium sized enterprises (e.g. in the printing
industry, where a strong change to multimedia providers and
service companies is taking place) co-operative networking
especially concerning vocational training is of increasing in-
terest. To survive international competition and to overcome
technological and structural changes enterprises are more and
more obliged to collaborate. The case studies of the DELILAH-
project remarked this as one of the few common cross-secto-
ral results. Starting point for project related co-operations or
(continuous) networks (e.g. network cooperations with suppliers/
dealers) are extraordinary demands of globalisation, technolo-
gical and organisational development, structural change and
times of upheaval etc. Corporate settings for vocational trai-
ning are more and more organised in networks with other insti-
tutions, sometimes with competitive enterprises, but also by in-
volvement of public administrations, non-profit and socio-eco-
nomic organisations, training initiatives and others.
A New Learner Profile is Requested
For distant learning arrangements a full diagnosis of the learners
profile (needs, appropriate interfaces, learning experiences
etc.) and the relationship between face to face and electronic
scenarios has to be made. Furthermore new and enhanced key-
or basic qualifications are requested from the learner, especi-
ally concerning self-learning capabilities and multimedia com-
petence.
Although recent multimedia programs are of an increasing user-
friendliness, a basis of multimedia competence is necessary to
work with these learning applications efficiently. Multimedia
competence includes not only the capability to use new media
and its applications in general, but to make use of media in an
efficient way (e.g. to know, how to find the right information; to
critically select and verify the relevant information, to use the
right media). Therefore traditional guidelines and manuals are
still useful for the learners to advice them, how to use multime-
dia materials.
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Methodical competence is a required key-qualification for the
increasing self-learning approaches (understood as a funda-
mental skill required to realise and develop specialist knowledge
and social or personal abilities): ability to handle all assignments
correctly (in sequence and time), for the acquisition of a syste-
matic approach to setting about work (i.e. proceeding logical-
ly, not loosing track of objectives, learning to set the right priori-
ties) and for learning to identify and solve problems indepen-
dently.
Therefore distant learning arrangement have to use an integra-
ted approach, which concludes all kinds of aspects relevant for
the target group and the qualification needs. In addition to pro-
fessional skills also key qualifications are be provided.
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6 Critical Factor Checklist and Decision Guidance
(Summarising Overview)
The fundamental building blocks of the guidelines are indica-
tors or critical factors for the selection and the design of effec-
tive distant learning arrangements for corporate training. These
will help to distinguish between different technology based so-
lutions.
As a first overview and a guidance for a first preliminary decisi-
on a distinguishing checklist and prototype arrangements for
the three learning arrangements (learning centre, video-con-
ference and business television) are outlined in the distinctive
checklist summarised in table 4.
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Table  4: Distinctive Checklist of Distant Learning
Arrangements for Corporate Training
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7 The Definition of Relevant Qualification Needs
The definition of relevant qualification needs is the basis for the
choice of the appropriate learning arrangement and the rele-
vant or most effective technological configuration for distant
learning. The appropriate learning contents and the expected
learning results have to be defined as well as the relevant tar-
get groups and the necessary learner profiles.
For the choice of the relevant distant learning configuration di-
stinction should be made between the three general kinds of
qualification needs:
qualification gap 1: lack of general knowledge, continuous
self-adjustment of actual and coming
qualification needs
Þ learning contents: broad information basis, a database of a
wide range of different knowledge, all embracing contents;
flexible to use, every kind of content, knowledge etc.; from
general or basic knowledge to professional training; all as-
pects of social, cultural an working life
Þ learning result: enrichment of basic and skilled knowledge,
of individual capabilities; higher identification with the com-
pany
Þ target group: every group of employees, independent from
hierarchical status and education, but especially low educa-
ted and skilled employees, low qualification, deficits in edu-
cation, basic knowledge
Þ learner profile: individually intrinsic motivated, self-learning
capabilities and motivation; no specific demands for skills and
knowledge
Þ flexible and continuous technological configuration:
Example A “LEARNING CENTRE”
qualification gap 2: lack of basic transversal specific
knowledge
Þ learning contents: specific, but transversal relevant contents,
comprehensive qualifications
Þ learning result: new transversal specific knowledge, directly
transferable to work
Þ target group: specific key groups of employees (depending
on the content), content promoters
Þ learner profile: homogenous specific background of skills,
working and qualifications
Þ problem and content specific technological
configuration:Example B “VIDEO-CONFERENCE”
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qualification gap 3: (continuous) updating of (additional)
information for a large group
Þ learning contents: transfer of (additional) information, easy
to understand (specific knowledge enrichment), e.g. infor-
mation of new products, car repairing tools, error diagnostic
(more in the direction of technological documentation)
Þ learning result: updating of background information, over-
view over new products etc.
Þ target group: large number of identical recipients (e.g. car
dealers, mechanics etc.)
Þ learner profile: specific homogeneous background and qua-
lification
Þ wide range of transmission allowing technological
configuration: Example C “BUSINESS TELEVISION”
In reference to these main qualification gaps the mentioned
three distant learning configurations are chosen as illustrative
models:
Þ learning centre
Þ video-conferencing
Þ business television.
As previously listed up in the distinctive checklist the appropria-
te technological configuration for distant learning will - after the
already made definition of the qualification gap, the learning
contents and expected learning results, the specific target
groups and learner profiles - be described and checked in the
following concerning the relevant framework, learning strate-
gies and interfaces:
· framework/setting: organisational, structural, technological
and social aspects
· learning strategies and activities
· learning support and interfaces
· monitoring, assessment and evaluation.
After a short description of the underlying background of the
chosen examples for every model of distant learning arrange-
ment these aspects will be examined and monitored with an
emphasis on the description of the underlying empirical ex-
amples.
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8 Example A: Learning Centre of SATA (Melfi)
8.1 Background
The initiative for creating a learning centre resulted from former
experiences on building new plants of FIAT Auto in the South of
Italy. The establishment of these new FIAT plants occurred like
putting “cathedrals in the desert”. Building a plant in a rural, in-
dustrial undeveloped zone without taking account on the soci-
al and cultural background forced an image of FIAT like a “co-
lonist”. To promote the image of FIAT and to development the
basic skills of the workers the concept of a learning centre for
SATA (Melfi) was designed to involve and promote the social
and culture environment. It should be noted, that in the area of
Melfi there are no libraries, no sports centres, no language
schools and so on. Therefore FIAT invested in these cultural infra-
structure to create a corporate culture and an identification
with the plant.
Learning Centre to Bridge a General Education and
Qualification Gap
A learning centre should be designed to continuously bridge a
comprehensive qualification gap with a wide range of learning
contents and possibilities, access for every employee (and pro-
bably other people like family members of the employees or
public access) and the almost greatest flexibility for learning.
Every distant learning arrangement (video-conference and
business television as well) could be enclosed. Nevertheless
beneath general qualification needs, specific vocational trai-
ning for skills and knowledge adaptation should also be embed-
ded.
Planning and Designing with an Interdisciplinary
Development Team
To design a learning centre and its learning possibilities, an inter-
disciplinary group of experts have to be put together. In the
underlying case a team of FIAT Auto and of the plant in Melfi
(managers, technicians) were working together with ISVOR-FIAT
(pedagogical designers, psychologists, trainers, tutors etc.) to
create the learning centre. The co-operation between the tech-
nicians and the trainers are usually very difficult in the beginning
(in terms of understanding each other and putting the different
knowledge and perspective together). Nevertheless the later
learners or clients of the learning centre have to be involved.
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Needs Analysis of the Relevant Target Groups as a Basis to
Select the Range of Learning Contents
To select the relevant contents a needs analysis has to be made,
to find out the priorities of the respondents/target groups
(workers, technologists/engineers, management). A broad,
every aspect of life integrating environment for learning was
the result of the needs analysis with the plant management, the
blue-collar workers, supervisors and technologists in Melfi. Iden-
tified needs were the widening of the knowledge base for per-
sonal and professional development as well as cultural and so-
cial exchange. Therefore a high level of innovation (global mo-
dalities and solutions) was expected as well as an improvement
of the company image.
Graph 6: Preferred Contents (Needs Analysis)
Learning Contents
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sis (integrating every corporate hierarchy) an almost compre-
hensive learning centre with an integrated approach covering
all aspects of the working and social life should be constructed;
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· access to self-instruction methods and distance training for
every interested employee of the plant (about 6.000 em-
ployees, family members will be possibly allowed to use the
centre in Melfi in the future)
· corporate identity of SATA as an “open” company contribu-
ting to the development of the region and the people
· the creation of a meeting point for information and social
exchange, producing a cultural infrastructure.
On this ground learning contents have to be differentiated in
themes. The offered contents of the start-up-phase of the
learning centre of Melfi were divided in three sectors:
· company related business and production knowledge
· basic and technical knowledge
· knowledge of personal interests
Table  5: Offer of Contents and Courses for the Start-Up-
Phase of the Learning Centre
A Wide Range of Expected Learning Results
Due to the integrated approach applied the training courses
are not only referring to information and training but also to
basic qualifications and the enrichment of capabilities for self-
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instructed continuous learning (“learn to learn”) and to the
development of multimedia-competence. More and more the-
re is a affiliation of specialists or skills knowledge and general
knowledge, because e.g. operation instructions or technical
documentation are often written in English, work becomes more
and more global and cultural understanding and communica-
tion is an increasing part of working business life.
Because an enrichment of basic and skilled knowledge and an
improvement of individual capabilities is expected as well as a
higher identification with the company, not only the anticipati-
on of the managers and designers of the learning centre is very
high, neither the workers ones are. Because of a low level of
education the (almost young) employees have an unsatisfied
demand for general and professional knowledge. By fulfilling
these demands the learning centre trains the workers to learn
how to learn (active, self-instructed learning, more motivation).
This produces also a good basis for professional learning and
reduces the resistance against new learning technologies as
well as for new production technologies and techniques.
Central aim of the learners are courses for practice and up-
dating. The choice of the courses is driven by concepts of the
normal job understanding, but also by a comprehensive under-
standing of the tasks to be done and working in general.
Possibilities of Widening Access for Additional Target Groups
and Different Learner Profiles
The target group of the learning centre are the employees in
general and - later - their family members6. Independent from
their hierarchical corporate level and their profession, each
employee should have the opportunity, to use the facilities of
the learning centre. Therefore learning contents and applicati-
ons especially oriented at low educated and skilled employees
(with a low qualification and substantial deficits in education and
basic knowledge) have to be designed.
There is no special professional profile requested from the lear-
ner of a learning centre. Indeed the professional profile deter-
mines the limits of the learning possibilities. But substantially rele-
vant are the motivation and the key- or basic-qualification of
the learner. Because of the self-instructed learning activities the
learner has to be highly individual and intrinsic motivated, self-
learning capabilities and motivation is absolutely necessary.
Beyond this, no specific demands are relevant in general. The
demands of the learners on the chosen learning content or sub-
ject are depending on the learning offers and their variety.
6 Therefore the learning centre could become an “open” one in the meaning
of access for everyone.
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8.2 Framework (Prerequisites and Specifications)
8.2.1 Organisational Aspects
The creation of a learning centre is only of interest on a middle-
or (better) long-termed education and training concept. There
are high investment costs as well as continuous follow-up costs
for:
· location
· hard- and software
· qualification of the tutors and managers etc.
· updating of courses
· continuous maintenance
· learning support.
To decrease the initial costs it is reasonable to start with the
qualification material, that is already existing (manuals, video-
tapes etc.). But beneath taking the chance of the step-by-step
development of the learning centre, it is absolutely necessary
to start with the latest equipment of technology (hard-, software,
telecommunications). Not only because of the rapid technolo-
gical development but also for the technological possibility and
last but not least for the motivation of the learners.
To share the general investment, support and maintenance
costs it could be proved, if a co-operation platform or qualifi-
cation network could be implemented: Not only on the level of
plants and sites, but also on the level of corporate networks with
other enterprises (for vocational training) or on the level of pu-
blic-private-partnerships (concerted efforts of economy and
policy on general education).
Sustainable Organisational Implementation of the Learning
Centre within the Company Structure
The learning centre has to be very well implemented in the or-
ganisational structure of the company:
· through an substantial integration in management and orga-
nisation
· through an installation in every day work, considering the or-
ganisation of work.
Problems with the (sometimes changing) management after the
implementation of the learning centre could be minimalised by
a strong and continuous involvement of the relevant managers
of the company. A learning centre is a very strong invention in
the company structure and culture, problems with the mana-
gement (mentality, financial funding, organisational implemen-
tation etc.) are obvious; not only in the planning and starting
phase, but during the development of the centre in general.
The learning centre should be build on the concept of “open
learning” in contrary to time- and content-fixed courses, where
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teachers or trainers “take care” of the learners only at a certain
time. The open learning system consists of learning packages
with many kind of tools and materials for tutors, learners and
other involved people; the consultation of external experts is
also a part of it.
The learning centre could be used by the employees (and pos-
sibly other clients) outside their working hours, self-instructed with
different support possibilities. In the start up phase the learning
centre of Melfi had a capacity of 40 to 70 people simultaneous-
ly per shift, approximately 200 to 350 people a week, 30 to 60
training hours per user over a period of four months. Opening
the learning centre for every employee and other clients con-
ducts in the starting phase the necessity to select and restrict
the number of learners to a limited learning period, in order not
to go over the capacities of the learning centre (especially
concerning the guarantee of fitting the high support require-
ments for the first use of the learning centre).
Comprehensive Design of the Location with Different Learning
Areas
The learning centre should be designed in almost seven diffe-
rent areas:
1. information and organisation area
· an information point
· a room for course orientation and introduction
· a room for the permanent tutors
· a room for the managing of the centre
2. areas for individual, self instructed  multimedia based
learning
3. areas for group-working and -learning, a room for video-
conferencing
4. an area for individual video-conferencing and net mee-
ting
5. an area for language studying
6. a multimedia library (CD-ROM, videotapes, manuals, books,
encyclopaedia etc.)
7. a break area.
For the minimum the learning centre needs a capacity of about
30 multimedia workstations, two places for small video-confe-
rencing with up to 3 or 4 persons, one video-conferencing room
for 20 to 30 persons and about four places for watching video-
films. As an example for the design of a location on the ground
of this basic equipment see the map of the FIAT centre in Melfi.
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Graph 7: Map of the Learning Centre of Melfi
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8.2.2 Technological Aspects
Comprehensive Networking Information and Communication
Technology Configuration
The working and learning places of the learning centre should
be connected on a local area network (LAN, inside the learning
centre) and on an (existing) company internal Intranet (like the
one of FIAT) as well as to the internet. The centre has to be set
up with the latest multimedia equipment with various technolo-
gical communication and information possibilities. A special
technician has to run the centre, especially managing video-
conferencing during the sessions technically (mixing audio, vi-
deo, black boards etc.).
Graph 8: Technological Configuration of the Learning Centre
in Melfi
A Wide Range of Learning Materials and Possibilities
The user of the learning centre has access to general informati-
on, guidance, learning programs and opportunities, tutoring and
learning support and assessment on five levels of the server. A
help desk service is always active and available for requests to
the tutor, tutoring requested to the program itself, email messa-
ge to the local tutor and to the experts, group conferencing.
The learner can attend engineered courses, in which the didac-
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tic path has been projected according the criteria that gua-
ranties an easy learning.
Already existing materials and new created products for learning
can be used for a learning centre. Various learning contents
should be offered to the learners on various multimedia tools,
including technical, corporate and basic knowledge as well as
offers for culture and leisure time (from language learning over
courses in industrial automation and electronics, customer ori-
entation and product development to basic courses in mecha-
nics, electronics or mathematics as well as topical themes on
videotapes or via video-conferences). The courses should be
offered by using the variety of the learning centre on CD-ROM,
computer based training programs, via video-conferencing, on
the world wide web / internet, on manuals and books, multime-
dia packages, videotapes.
Education and training opportunities should be advised in the
“classroom” as well as at the “distance”: training hours on basic
skills, orientation, education via video-conferencing, personali-
sed self-instruction pathways with multimedia packages support,
opportunities of getting university degree, tutorship and mee-
tings with present experts and distance lecturers, opportunities
of exchanges, studies, research and group work.
From the perspective of the trainers and the learners a very good
technical equipment is absolutely necessary, especially for the
motivation of the learners. Nevertheless the technology soluti-
ons and the learning contents should be developed regularly in
an continuous improvement process. A continuous production
of new materials is necessary and possible, e.g. video-confe-
rence lessons could be taped and used again and else.
8.2.3 Social Aspects
The social effects of the learning centre are empirically proved.
Interviews with the pilot learners of the learning centre in Melfi
made clear,
1. that they are highly motivated and enthusiastic
2. that they become promoters for the other workers (there
was a very high interest of the other employees, some of
them were jealous because of this new learning opportuni-
ty etc.)
3. that it is a new opportunity and chance for learning, to get
access to the power of information, access to the internet,
to promote a cultural exchange
4. there was a “family atmosphere” within the learning centre
and the company
5. that more possibilities for the management and the em-
ployees are given for the future, because of a general hig-
her level of qualification (as a base to handle “constant
change”)
6. that because of the self-learning and its problems interac-
tion is very important for the learners
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7. that self responsibility for learning is seen very positively.
Enrichment of Individual Capabilities as a Prerequisite for and
a Result of the Learning
For corporate training in a learning centre a high intrinsic moti-
vation of the employees is also necessary as key-qualifications
(self-learning, social competence) and capabilities for using
multimedia packages (multimedia competence). Therefore the
learning centre imparts beneath vocational qualification also
basic or key-qualifications, social competence and an general
education to the workers.
The demand of an high intrinsic motivation was not a problem in
the learning centre of Melfi: Already in the starting phase about
500 employees want to take this opportunity. The interviews with
the first clients of the learning centre pointed out, that the lear-
ners see opportunities for their occupational and personal de-
velopment. First there is an almost general interest in taking the
chance of learning, at second personal vocational qualificati-
ons are relevant. Effects in the future for the vocational qualifi-
cation level are seen as well as business travelling to foreign
countries. But nevertheless personal satisfaction is made throu-
gh the enrichment of the own personal possibilities.
For the general necessity of life-long learning is obvious for most
of the employees, a appropriate motivation of the learners
could be expected. This went in Melfi as far as that, that learning
after working hours or in the holidays were no problem for them,
more opening hours were wished, two or more courses would
be taken, if possible. This indicates the high interest of the em-
ployees of Melfi, additional work for the sake of learning is ac-
cepted there unrestricted. Learning (e.g. of a language) was a
personal dream for the workers, because of the regional un-
derdeveloped infrastructure other possibilities are not given or
to expensive. Therefore the employees feel an decreasing and
redressing of social disadvantage, not only concerning the ac-
cess to new learning technologies, but for an enrichment and
adjustment of educational deprivation.
The learning centre in Melfi is therefore a good example for
combining individual and entrepreneurial objectives for the
sake of the company and the employees. A higher connection
and identification with the company goes hand in hand with an
educational improvement of the employees and therefore - not
to forget - the region.
The growing self-confidence of the learners of a learning cent-
re could be obviously expected. After the overcome of the first
inhibitions the new multimedia learning technologies could be
used “simply” and the enrichment of individual capabilities
should enhance the self-confidence as well. A growing level of
individual (key-qualification, multimedia competence) capabi-
lities as well as of social competence could be observed. The
learners learn to help each other (language examinations, help
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for computer beginners etc.), they could inform other em-
ployees about the advantages of the learning centre etc.
The free usage of the learning centre will make the learners also
more responsible for their learning (results) as in school. They
feel more duty, because the company pays for it. As a learner
mentioned in an interview in Melfi: “In school it was the teachers
responsibility, if you did not learn”. Now each learner is self-re-
sponsible, a higher self-responsibility - different from the one in
school - is felt.
A Growing Corporate Identity
The concept of enrichment of the image of the plant through a
learning centre is indeed fruitful, a strong identification of the
workers with the company can be expected. By opening the
learning centre for family members of the employees this iden-
tification will decrease much more. The learning centre could
become much more meeting point for information and social
exchange within the company and within the region. In the case
of Melfi the workers were speaking of their company as their
“family” and no criticism was tolerated.
The Learning Centre as a Measure for Social Integration,
Cultural and Educational Development
Although combat against social exclusion is not an inherent or
expected aspect of a learning centre, it could be a not to be
underestimated result. A comprehensive designed learning
centre - integrating educational and cultural contents - could
indeed promote social integration, cultural development and
individual cultural sensibility.
A learning centre of such a kind could be seen as a future inve-
stigation for the integration of disadvantaged, rural and under-
developed areas. Therefore the (pioneer) learners of the
learning centre are able to break traditional thinking barriers, a
greater integration in the European Community (through ad-
vanced education and a telecommunicational connection with
the internet) could occur. The interviews with the almost young
learners of the learning centre of Melfi made quite clear, that
there will be on the long run a transmission of a new European
perspective to them and their children (and family members)
and that the level of education will be enriched with lasting ef-
fects.
For it is a matter of public interest to develop education and
vocational qualification in every part of Europe public-private-
partnerships or concerted corporate actions between the pu-
blic administration and the private economic sector to fight
against social exclusion should be thought about further. The
concept and integration of private and public leaning possibili-
ties for the sake of everyone, even social disadvantaged or
unemployed people has to be carefully contemplated about.
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8.3 Learning Strategies and Activities
The learning strategy is very much self-organised and self-in-
structed learning, with additional and subordinated (organisa-
tional and tutorial) support. Different learning possibilities can
be chosen in relation to the qualification background, learning
interests and objectives of the individual learner. Preparing and
supplementary traditional teaching lessons complete the
learning arrangement.
Individual, autonomous and content dependent possibilities are
offered. The learners could choose and mix different offers of
learning strategies:
· self-learning
· video-conferencing
· teaching lessons (face-to-face).
Free time has to be given to the participants to be spent in the
library for individual study and research, on multimedia self-in-
struction (CD-ROM, computer based training, video, internet),
in the language laboratory, on individual tutoring, on group work
or research (also via internet) or on individual talks or group dis-
cussions with local tutors. Time independent online learning
should be also submitted as traditional teaching lessons. The
choice of the learners is dependent on the key-qualifications
and the already made experiences with the technologies. In
Melfi currently computer based training is preferred, video-con-
ferencing is momentary to unknown, problematic and difficult.
The priority for different learning forms are depending on the
familiarity of the learner with the different technologies: e.g.
computer based training in the meantime has a kind of familia-
rity, video-conferencing does not; new experience has to create
familiarity with easy courses, even in video-conferences.
For keeping the intrinsic motivation of learners on a high level
the quality of the multimedia programs and possibilities is im-
portant: concerning the learning contents, the animation, the
editing and processing, demonstrations and the interaction. One
have to keep in mind, that mostly the learners do not have ex-
periences with the corporate learning.
Within this learner oriented arrangement the tutor is the central
figure to create an individual learning strategy with the learner
and to provide corporate learning activities among the lear-
ners. It is the sustainable role of the tutor to help the learners
going on and to overcome significant problems. The tutor has
an elementary task in overcoming the learners first inhibitions.
Later the other learners could help the beginners as a interme-
diary institution, to ease the burden of the tutors. In the meanw-
hile a basic computer knowledge could be expected from the
most of the (almost younger) learners.
For the high intrinsic motivation (great willingness to learn after
and before the shifts, in the evening and at holidays) the at-
mosphere in the learning centre is important. The clients of the
learning centre have to considered the tutors and runners of
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the centre as helpers or colleagues, feeling a better atmosphe-
re than in the factory, where competition, hierarchy, respect
and other things are more dominant. To get this kind of am-
bience, possibilities to relax must be given as well (videotapes,
books, games, internet-chat etc.). Recovering phases are ne-
cessary:
Þ because some courses are very difficult
Þ the playful use of the internet overcomes the learners inhi-
bitions
Þ other learning possibilities (CD-ROM, video-conferences
etc.) are accepted more easily
Þ the social aspect (even for mutual help) will be cultivated.
8.4 Support and Learning Interfaces
Technical assistance, local and distant tutorship, the advice and
consultation of content experts (to be defined according the
programs running) have to be given for every learner. Support
is given by “real” and online tutors, other learners, group mee-
tings, preparing and teaching lessons, and its kind and range is
depending on the key-qualifications and the basic education
of the learner. As already mentioned, the tutors are substantial-
ly important to solve the problems of the beginning (starting pro-
blems), for the first instructions to learn (how to learn), the crea-
tion of a personal learning path and for keeping the learner
going on.
The tutor himself should be supported as well by a manual for
using the learning materials and creating an individual learning
path for the learner. This manual has to be customised at the
level of the users.
For the self-instructed and self-motivated learning a good rela-
tionship between teachers, especially the tutors and runners of
the learning centre on one hand and the learners on the other
hand is necessary (support, problems solving, continuous de-
velopment of the learning possibilities). In the pilot phase of Melfi
this kind of familiarity was given because of the small group of
about 20 pilot learners. The great interest of the employees and
the opening for a greater number of clients will make an (orga-
nisational) problem out of it. The increasing anonymity could
undermine the necessity of reliable persons for self-instructed
and corporate learning and as links to the plant. Therefore “real”
persons are important, online support could be used at most
additional.
All in all different interfaces are necessary:
· between trainers and learners: Support, communication and
co-operation on this level is the exception and does not take
part very often. Nevertheless it could be arranged online
(email messages, video-conferences), through video-confe-
rence courses (directly or through taped video session) and
in a traditional face to face class room teaching. The con-
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tact between trainers and learners are described often as
“business as usual”.
· between tutors and learners: This kind of individual and group
support, communication and co-operation is the core of the
learning centre and has to take part as often as needed from
the learners. Although the face to face contact is very im-
portant and individual office and consulting hours must be a
fixed part of the schedule, tutorial support could be made
more easy through online support (e.g. time independent
communication per email messages). However, the contact
between tutors and learners has to be seen and understood
as absolutely essential. Problems in the start-up phase of the
learning centre in Melfi led to a formal interaction between
tutors and learners for problem solving (concerning the or-
ganisation of the learning centre, the content of courses, sup-
port possibilities etc.). The (pilot-)seminar users became the-
refore a fourth intermediate interface between the tutors and
the new learners.
· between learners and learners: Mutual support and co-ope-
ration, social communication is an informal way of learning
assistance and depends on the willingness and the individual
demands of the learners. Synergetic effects of learning in
groups could be managed as well as an enrichment of soci-
al competence. Experienced seminar users could take (and
in Melfi they did) the role as promoters and links to the other
workers and learners. Furthermore every learner of the
learning centre could become an intermediate interface
between the tutors and the new learners (intermediate “tu-
tors” to select the most relevant, not solvable problems).
8.5 Monitoring, Assessment and Evaluation
Training is seen as an investigation in people, in the end paid
back by a higher motivation for working and a better quality of
products. A certification of the training could be a possibility to
motivate the learners and to enrich their self-assurance. But in
the case of Melfi the workers did not regard formal certificati-
ons. The workers only wanted to have a document testifying that
they have frequented the learning centre or a specific course.
An ongoing evaluation of the learning centre is necessary un-
der the aspect of changing qualification demands and from
the perspective of a continuous improvement process. Within
the learning centre there are a lot of possibilities of monitoring
and assessment: A recording of the learning results is possible
and should be done, each program should contain tests and
exercises for the assessment of the learning results (course rela-
ted, content related questionnaires, checklists, self-tests via pa-
per or online). Beneath this also “qualitative”, more weak results
have to be concerned about (e.g. like the identification with
the company).
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The friendly atmosphere and the direct communication bet-
ween the users and runners of the learning system will be very
helpful for the (problem) managing of the learning centre. It
could also encourage the runners of the centre, to implement
continuous feedback from the users and to formalise the mutu-
al support through direct contact between the users and the
tutors, managers of the centre.
8.6 Critical Factors
A learning centre is a great task for the management of a com-
pany and for the designers and operators of such a complex
training arrangement. Therefore the following critical factors of
a learning centre for corporate training have to be obtained:
· a middle or (better) long termed training strategy (involving
the management of the company or/and plant) has to be
designed, not only for the cost efficiency but also for the
learning results (remember: long lasting upgrade of the ba-
sic and skilled qualifications of the employees)
· a modern multimedia equipment is a relevant basis for kee-
ping the motivation for self-learning of the employees high
· the learning content and materials have to be oriented on
the learners needs (needs analysis) and have to be de-
veloped as well as the centre in general with an interdiscipli-
nary team
· a high intrinsic motivation and a basic multimedia compet-
ence is also needed from the learners as other key qualifi-
cations for self-instructed learning
· the core of the learning centre is the continuous and indivi-
dual tutorial support
· the learning centre has to be monitored and evaluated with
the involvement of the learners to succeed in a continuous
improvement process.
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8.7 Summary: Key-Factors of a Learning Centre for
Corporate Training
Graph 9: Key-Factors of a Learning Centre for Corporate
Training
-
-
technological configuration:
LEARNING CENTRE
qualification need:
lack of general knowledge, flexible usability of all kinds of skills, information and knowledge
learning contents:
• professional training
• general, basic knowlegde
• all aspects of social, cultural and working life
learning results:
• enrichment of basic skills and knowledge
• enrichment of indiviudal capabilities
• higher identification with the company
target groups:
• low skilled/educated workers
• with an intrinsic motivation 
learner profile:
• individually different
• no specific demands
organisational aspects:
• special location
• continuous maintanance and
support
technological aspects:
• different technology based and
traditional learning applications
and possibilities
social aspects:
• higher educational level
• identification with the company
learning strategies and activities:
• professional training
• general, basic knowlegde
• all aspects of social, cultural and working life
monitoring/evaluation:support: learning
interfaces
between:
• checklists, questionnaires,
self-tests, online-tests
• continuous formal and
informal feedback
• telecommunication based and
direct personal support
• highly intensiv individual
support and communication
• video, online, face-to-face
tutors and learnes: trainers and learners:learners and learners:
critical factors:
• high intrinsic motivation of the learner
• key-qualification of the learner (self-instructed learning, multimedia competence)
• continuous tutorial support
• very good equipment, multimedia learning material to keep the motivation of the learner high
• a good social atmosphere for good learning results, mutual support and feedback from the learners for a
continuous improvement process
• group learning, mutual help
• online, face-to-face
• exceptional support,
communication
• video, online, face-to-face
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9 Example B: Video-Conference
9.1 Background
In former times video-conferences were infrequently and inef-
ficiently used, essentially for the communication between ma-
nagers. The further development and use of this communicati-
on technology was often stopped. Since a few years individual
video-communication (via computers and internet) is increa-
sing, but the effective use of video-conferencing for corporate
training courses addressed to different groups of employees
(including skilled and unskilled workers) is quite innovative.
The learning contents of video-conferences are predestined to
fill a qualification gap concerning transversal contents. For in-
stance the first elaborated video-conference courses for cor-
porate training of ISVOR-FIAT were constituted for “tasks and
models for the representation of workers”, “personnel mana-
gement”, “organisation of work and industrial safety”, “analysis
and control of costs”.
Video-conferences for corporate training are an excellent tech-
nology based distant training modality to transfer in basic cour-
ses the background of training necessities, but they are no sub-
stitution for learning in practice, on the job. Especially to trans-
fer “hidden” messages (like the elaboration of co-operation,
the transfer of guiding aims, social competence etc.) video-
conferences are not the right “channel” of delivery. Video-con-
ferences could initiate practical and operating activities and
transfer a basic, general knowledge for practice. The lasting
transfer on the job has to be made or supported with other trai-
ning possibilities (in groups or self-instructed). To make video-
conferences highly effective, it has to be “mixed” with other
supplementary training probabilities. For the transferability of the
learning results on the job is still a general problem, video-con-
ferences have to be designed very precisely and in the later
described way they are closer to the working place than tradi-
tional class-room seminars.
Target groups for corporate training via video-conferences have
to be of an homogenous qualification or working background
(e.g. the head of working units, personnel managers, foremen
of different plants). The participants should be a kind of content
promoters for the other workers.
9.2 Framework (Prerequisites and Specifications)
Video-conferences for vocational training precisely designed
and elaborated are able to adopt organisational needs and to
adjust qualification gaps flexible and continuously: Beneath the
technical and organisational framework especially the pedago-
gical arrangement has to be attended - emphasising the
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learning process and the training path, active learning and
learning by practical involvement as well as the tutorial support.
9.2.1 Organisational Aspects
Video-conferences require high investment costs for the tech-
nological equipment, but these kind of distant learning techno-
logy could save on the long run a lot of travelling and labour
costs. Workers could stay at their plant and do have to leave
their work only for the training hours.
Although video-conferences from point to point are possible, it
is more efficient to involve more than two sites or enterprises.
One added value of video-conferences is the creation of a plat-
form for experience exchange between different plants and
groups of participants. These kind of platforms do not exist in
any similar manner before. But to use this added application
efficiently, the building up of an organisational network platform
for corporate training across the sites or between small and
medium sized enterprises is necessary. The different organisa-
tional cultures of the plants and enterprises have to be coordi-
nated and adjusted. Even this is a great problem within a coun-
try, the difficulties are cumulating on the international level (dif-
ferent cultures, working times etc.).
For the beginning the first video-conference course has to be
designed very exactly (about six months preparation could be
necessary). Therefore an interdisciplinary team of internal and
external experts should be build up: instructional designers, ex-
perts in technology and evaluation, teachers as experts of
learning contents and the involvement of tutors and “professi-
on leaders” of the local sites. The production of the following
courses might cause half the time, but the agreement process
with the teachers/trainers, pedagogical instructors, the mana-
gers and the certificators to stick to the same version could take
also more time then the basic development.
One course should be limited up to one week and divided in
four completed modules, each of about 2½ hours duration (one
module per day, after two days one day off). This allows a bett-
er integration of vocational training in everyday work through a
first transfer of the learning results on the job. After each training
module the participants could prove the learned capabilities
immediately at work at the following day and give a feedback
for the following modules.
Table 5: Modular Construction of Video-Conferences Courses
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9.2.2 Technological Aspects
The technical equipment for the video-conferences could be
bought, leased or rented. Because the technology is still in de-
velopment and the innovation circles are very short, leasing
might be an efficient way. The video-conference connection
could be made via ISDN on the normal telephone line. This tech-
nology has the advantage of a greater flexibility to get a con-
nection (in contrary to hired stand-by telecommunication lines).
In the pilot project of ISVOR-FIAT video-conferencing was used
for training courses simultaneously with four sites of FIAT Auto (all
in all about 200 learners), after the successful initiation the num-
ber of the plants was extended to all nine FIAT plants in Italy.
Graph 10: Technical Arrangement for Video-Conference
Courses of ISVOR-FIAT
Absolutely necessary is a multimedia control unit (and the ade-
quate software) to control the different communication chan-
nels during a video-conferences session (audio, video, “black-
boards”, slides, camera positioning, tapes, documents etc.),
managed professionally by a (technical) specialist.
9.2.3 Social Aspects
Prior to the delivery of courses via video-conferencing, new
participants (teachers, tutors, learners) have get familiar with
the technology. Because the learning situation is new and no
experiences or routines are existing, the involved participants
ISDN
ISVOR-FIAT
Torino
Cassino
Melfi
Termoli
Pomigliano
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feel very uncomfortable at the beginning (often it is seen as not
commensurate with human behaviour).7 This is a problem for
the learners as well as for the teachers/trainers and tutors.
Practising before the first course “on air” is absolutely relevant
for the runners of the distant learning system: the trainers/
teachers and the tutors. The first experiences with the techno-
logy and the communication techniques of video-conferences
should be made without a connection just for practice, to get
familiar with it. A first presentation and watching of a video-con-
ference should be arranged with the operators to show, how it
works, which communication and behaviour rules are necessa-
ry for what reasons etc. (e.g. the communication in the video-
conferences has to take place very disciplined). This meeting
should also include technological practice (like speaking throu-
gh a microphone).
Because of the fact that everything within the video-conference
session is recorded, especially the trainers (but also the tutors)
have to be well prepared. Mistakes or a poor preparation will
be documented and the use of the taped course is not possi-
ble. This element of control is therefore an ability to increase
the quality and efficiency of the training (in a traditional class-
room this kind of control is missing). But it gives also the mana-
gement of a company the possibility to control problematic
statements of certain contents (concerning economic policy,
the influence of trade unions, representatives of the workers);
the management has the possibility to “certify” every word of
the course (not only the content of a course in general).
9.3 Learning Strategies and Activities
A High Emphasise on th Pedagogical Design
The pedagogical design of the video-conference has to be pre-
pared in detail very precisely. Within the learning system “video-
conference” (characterised by a matrix of technology, learning
strategies, learning contents, learning results and target groups)
the didactic path has to be designed very accurately, as well
as the monitoring and the support of the learning process. The
learning arrangement has to be balanced and include phases
of learning, exchange, reflection, deepening/ studying and
practice. Doubts, questions and problems have to be cleared
in interactive and co-operate learning, supported by assistance.
As trainers and tutors are the operators of the video-conference,
they have to give special attention to the timing and to the re-
action on disconnection (learner attention and for technical
7 For this reason it has to be kept in mind, that the right choice of the learning
and communication technology is dependent on the attitudes and prefe-
rences of the learners and the target groups. For example: If the social at-
mosphere is very important for the learning situation and the learners, video-
conferences are a to “cold” medium.
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reasons: telephone line). Mistakes can not be corrected as easy
as in a traditional classroom atmosphere.
The learning attention is influenced by the audio-video quality
and restrictions of the conference (no full motion, only one per-
son can speak, sometimes the ISDN line breaks down). Another
point is the missing or minor quantity of non-verbal behaviour,
no direct control on this communication level is possible bet-
ween the teachers and the learners. No direct feedback possi-
bilities during the course could be used. The trainer could not
perceive, if the learners are bored (like in the class room). Con-
sequently no flexible or intuitive change of the lessons or the
learning path is possible, no intervening is achievable. From
another point this missing feedback could be an advantage for
the teachers (and learners) concentration on the subject.
All in all there has to be made great caution on the support of
attention and discipline (only one person can speak at once).
For the reason that video-conferences are “controlled activi-
ties” the participants (teachers/trainers, tutors, learners) of such
courses (have to) learn to communicate in a very effective way.
Time and audio-video quality restrictions as well as the particu-
larly defined design force the participants to speak shortly and
precisely and to respect other comments.
Engineering of the Learning Path on the Principle of Variety
and Alternation
The key point in distant training via video-conference is variety
and alternation. Variety not only in terms of technology appli-
cations, but in learning compositions and activities (dialogue,
games etc.). Only by variety and alternating active involvement
you can hold the learners attention. Therefore a video-confe-
rence course has to be designed on a “learning path” inclu-
ding a mixture of different tools and a continuous alternation
between three phases:
Þ information transmission
Þ local practice / exercising
Þ interactive controlling and feedback phase: interaction
between the involved groups to control the feedback and
to promote exchanges of experience and information
among the sites (also to maintain attention).
The information is given in short lessons by two alternating
teachers (for the reason of maintaining the attention of the lear-
ners). The interactive phase promotes an exchange of infor-
mation and experiences among the sites (which are working
on the same topics) and allows a control or feedback of the
session in real time. Intragroup and intergroup communication
is made to illuminate the two way communication of the tradi-
tional classroom learning value added.
The learning path has to be divided in short termed parts (not
longer than 20 minutes), mixing different learning activities to
keep the learners attention, otherwise it is boring. Therefore va-
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rious didactical methods like exercises, business (competition)
games, information, questionnaires and else could be used. The-
se tools for video-conferencing have to be especially made or
transformed for this kind of distant vocational training, because
the “traditional” versions do not feed the new learning arrange-
ment. Beneath the transfer of learning contents the tools are
designed to maintain the attention and interest of the learners
inside the remote sites (e.g. business games with the possibility
to compete between the sites).
The teacher (with support of the tutor) has to promote motivati-
on and activity in every phase of the course: between the par-
ticipants, the plants, the learners and the tutor, the participants
and himself as well as through technological support.
Questions of the participants of the video-conference are col-
lected by the tutor in each plant. The tutors collect, structure
and summarise them and transmit them to the two teachers of
the course; during the session (if it is a part of the learning path).
This filtering of questions is very effective, because there could
be no confusion by everyone is talking. After the learning mo-
dule there is also the additional probability to collect questions,
remarks and assessments from the learners as a feedback and
an input for the next module or a modification of the subse-
quently following courses.
An example of a “learning path” designed by ISVOR-FIAT for the
pilot course based on a four module arrangement is summari-
sed below:
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Graph 11: Learning Path of Video-Conference Modules
B R E A KB R E A K
Cognitive AreaCognitive Area Exercising AreaExercising Area Controlling, Feedback AreaControlling, Feedback Area
Start-Up:
programme presentation
Start-Up:
programme presentation
Information:
general profile of  team working
Information:
general profile of  team working
Interaction:
reflection of the video observation
Interaction:
reflection of the video observation
Information:
presentation of a business game
Information:
presentation of a business game
Observation of Videotape 1:
classification of working activities
Observation of Videotape 1:
classification of working activities
Exercise 1:
analysis of benefits and problems
Exercise 1:
analysis of benefits and problems
 15'
Interaction:
 plenary discussion
Interaction:
 plenary discussion
Information:
team work organisation
Information:
team work organisation
Observation of Videotape 2:
teamwork  in different areas
Observation of Videotape 2:
teamwork  in different areas
Interaction:
plenary discussion
Interaction:
plenary discussion
Transfer to Work
Reopening of the Session:
programme presentation
Reopening of the Session:
programme presentation
Information:
efficiency of  team work structures
Information:
efficiency of  team work structures Interaction:plenary discussion
Interaction:
plenary discussion
Module 2Module 2
Observation of Videotape 3:
problems of team working
Observation of Videotape 3:
problems of team working
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Exercise 2:
teamwork dynamics
Exercise 2:
teamwork dynamics
Interaction:
plenary discussion
Interaction:
plenary discussion
Information:
preview to the next module 3
Information:
preview to the next module 3
Transfer to WorkTransfer to Work
Transfer to WorkTransfer to Work
Transfer to WorkTransfer to Work
 10'
 10'
20'
 15'
 15'
 15'
 15'
 20'
 15'
 15'
 15'
 20'
 15'  15'
 15'
 15'
 15'
 15'
Module 3Module 3
Module 4Module 4
Module 1Module 1
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9.4 Support and Learning Interfaces
It is important for the design and the running of such a learning
arrangement to have connection points or interfaces between
the training institution (like ISVOR-FIAT) and the companies/
plants: interface or project leaders, tutors, profession leaders,
client leaders, know-how engineers (= information managers,
identifying knowledge gaps).
The Tutor as a Key Person and a Link to the Plants
The tutors and the profession leaders - both “normal” workers
of the local site - are key persons for the designing, running and
support of the video conference training. The professional lea-
ders are “content promoters and links” for the external trainers
and learning designers to the local site. The tutor is the pedago-
gical key factor of the learning arrangement. His role within the
learning configuration is very important:
Þ The tutor is a link to the plant.
Þ The tutor is an expert of the specific problems of the plant.
Þ The tutor is the link between the teacher and the learners
group, a media or substitution for the face to face contact
between the teacher and the learners.
Two different kind of tutorial capabilities (methodological, con-
tent related) have to be necessarily qualified for each plant.
This could be improved to a more integrated profile of the tutor,
including beneath methodological and content related also
technological capabilities. For every tutor has this proficiencies,
cost reduction and more flexibility (2 or 3 tutors per plant) is gi-
ven by involving only one tutor for each video-conferences
course.
The role of the tutor is an added value of the video-conference,
characterised by coordination, co-operation, information ma-
naging, promotion, support etc. The familiarity of the tutor to the
specific problems and the workers of the plant is very important
to overcome the inhibition of the participants. Reserved peop-
le are encouraged to participate and to announce problems
in understanding (more than in a typical classroom situation).
Within the video-conferencing session the very important role
of the local tutor is to hold the face-to-face contact to the
learning group. Thus the tutor has to be a “familiar figure”, well
known and accepted. During the video-conference the local
tutor is not only a training session manager, but a know-how
engineer, a controller and more.
Beneath the learning support the tutor (in co-operation with the
profession leader) could take responsibility for actual transfer
problems concerning the application of training contents on
the job (solving actual problems, helping the learners to go on,
being a reference address for problems at the application of
the training etc.).
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The tutor role or the tutor capabilities are added to the normal
worker competence, tutoring is an added value for their nor-
mal job. Much time and energy have to be invested in the qua-
lification of the tutors. In the example of ISVOR-FIAT the chosen
tutors were at the beginning completely unable to use new tech-
nologies for learning. Therefore their training was made first in a
“traditional way” at the site, but than by video-conferencing.
The tutor was send a manual first, than a video-conference took
place added by a “real meeting” afterwards. To get familiar
with it, the tutors were trained by ISVOR-FIAT more and more
inside the plant and with the new technology video-conference.
A tutor network should be build to exchange experience and to
discuss and solve tutorial problems across and within the plants.
In the case of ISVOR-FIAT against all expectations the selected
tutors excepted and enjoyed their new role very quickly as a
normal part of their work.
Continuous Coaching for the Trainer
Beneath the support structures for the learners, continuous sup-
port or coaching has to be given to the trainers/teachers. For
the trainers do not have direct communication links to the par-
ticipants the tutors have to supply filtered support or interme-
diary from the learners to the trainers (see graph 12). Like for
the tutors and the learners a first information and exercise is
necessary for the teachers. Information meetings about video-
conferences for corporate training illuminated that the trainers
react in two directions upon this training innovation: Interested
and seeing new possibilities on one side and resistance and wait
and see attitude on the other side, depending on the preva-
lence of curiosity and fear.
The teachers have to prepare their lessons adopted to the de-
mands and possibilities of the new media. They have to test their
teaching in both ways: content related and concerning the vi-
deo-conference technique before the lessons. Within the les-
sons the trainer (with the support of the tutor) must manage the
technique, the participants (no familiarity with this kind of trai-
ning innovation, excitement etc.) and the content transfer. For
the trainer has to pay attention to a lot of things a clear separa-
tion of tasks is necessary for everyone involved in the session
(trainers, tutors, technician, learners) and a exactly defined, strict-
ly conducted learning path. Because of this a first support of
the designers and operators of video-conferences courses is
absolutely necessary.
Production of Media Adequate Support Materials
All the materials used in the video-conference have to be pre-
pared in a particular media relevant way. The preparation of
additional learning materials for video-conference courses will
sustain the learners, to follow and repeat the lessons as well as
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to go on with the tutors, if the video-line breaks. The following
support materials should be produced:
Þ a guide for the tutor, a description of the training path for
the tutor
Þ an handbook, manual for the participants (additional for
self-learning, this could be used also in other learning arran-
gements)
Þ an appendix (slides, articles etc.).
Interfaces to the Plant are Substantial
Video-conferences for corporate training require:
· an indirect interface between trainers and learners filtered
by the tutor: The communication proceed over the tutors,
which have to select and summarise the questions, as-
sessments etc. of the learners.
· an interfaces between operators/trainers and tutors: The tu-
tor is the key-interface between the operators and the trai-
ners of the video-conference courses and the plant.
· a direct and intensive interface between tutors and learners:
The tutor is the link and representative of (the learners of) the
plant. A high familiarity between tutors and learners could be
reached, if the tutors are colleagues from the plant. The inte-
gration of the learners in the learning arrangement is the main
task of the tutor.
· low or no interfaces between learners and learners: Inter-
faces between learners and learners across the plants are
not relevant and interesting, but they are existing indeed (and
only) during the video-conference session, furthermore no
formal contact is supported.
Graph 12: Communication Interfaces between the
Participants of Video-Conference Courses
operator
trainertutor
learners, learning groups
represantatives of
the learning groups
during the video-
conference course
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9.5 Monitoring, Assessment and Evaluation
The objective of the continuous monitoring and evaluation of
video-conference courses for corporate training should be a
permanent evolution through feedback processes for a conti-
nuous improvement process (CIP). This has to include the im-
provement of exercises, the development and reducing of
materials, the creation of relevant follow up actions, the conti-
nuous training of trainers and tutors etc.
The evaluation should enclose four levels:
· the assessment of learning results through a questionnaire of
the learners at the beginning and the end of the course (mul-
tiple choice)
· the reply of the tutors and learners
· the transferability of training through follow up actions at the
distance (questionnaires with the managers of the learners in
the plants
· a (quantitative and qualitative) cost-benefit analysis.
The monitoring in the fact of video-conferences is very easily to
manage: taping of lessons for quality control and continuous
improvement. An additional advantage of this learning arran-
gement is the possibility of repeating lessons and the usage of
these tapes in other learning environments (like the learning
centre).
The regular monitoring of the learning modules has to be ensu-
red through the tutor. After every session, the tutors should col-
lect, summarise and send faxes with questions, problems and
general feedback of the learners to the operators and trainers.
This could be used for the introduction and modification of the
following modules and the video-conference course in gene-
ral.
9.6 Critical Factors
The video-conference training has to be designed and plan-
ned very precisely and detailed, because everything has to fit
each other. If any part misses or anything goes wrong, every-
thing falls apart. For it is a very complex system, it is more risky
than the traditional training. To calculate and to minimise this
risk some critical factors have to be given respect:
1. instructional design:
Þ design and structure of the course: design in a systemic
view, structure, timing, previewed activities, cultural and
organisational factors of every plant have to be obtai-
ned
Þ interaction: interaction has to be planned and control-
led step by step, “page by page”
Þ elaboration of a media-competence for every invol-
ved group: operators, trainers, tutors, technicians, lear-
ners
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Þ motivation and attention through variety and alternati-
on: strategies to hold the motivation and attention high
(at the beginning not so important because of the new-
ness); large range of variety and alternation for didac-
tical and communication forms, variation of different
tools and activities, keeping the information, exercise
and controlling/feedback parts short (maximum about
20 minutes), emphasising of practical aspects related
to the work of the participants, each module has to be
completed, preceding email contact between
teachers and participants, two alternating teachers in
every course to keep the attention high (different
voices etc.), involvement of the participants (by asking
for simple help)
Þ duration: five modules per week are too much, one day
off in the middle by four modules of about 2½ hour; vi-
deo-conference courses optimise and compress
learning contents (eight hours in traditional training are
as much as five or six hours of training in video-confe-
rence)
Þ chosen contents: not to specific, singular contents;
choice of contents, that include the possibility of repea-
ting, to repay the high costs of designing such a trai-
ning course; the cost effectiveness for only one single
or a few courses is not given (other forms of training
have to be chosen therefore)
2. technological aspects / architecture (audio/video quality,
choice of the right technology, considering the attitudes of
the learners):
Þ disturbances by loosing connection,
Þ special character of different technologies have to be
looked at
Þ attitudes of the learners against technologies have to
be respected (resistance, familiarity, active or passive
behaviour etc.)
Þ the necessity of a technical supporter, the maintaining
and updating of the equipment
3. organisation and management:
Þ involvement of the management: the continuous com-
mitment of the management of the plants and enter-
prises is absolutely necessary to ensure the sustainable
continuity of this learning arrangement
Þ coordination of different professions: interdisciplinary
team of professionals, coordination and circulation of
information among them, feedback control, fitting dif-
ferent knowledge together
Þ coordination of different plants: different expectations
of every site, different corporate culture (depending
on the region), different organisational framework
Þ coordination and control of the complexity and infor-
mation circulation
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Þ organisation of didactic support and materials: hand-
books for every involved group, especially addressed
to the target group and the necessities of the techno-
logy (very good quality is expected for video-confe-
rencing), these materials could also be used, if the link
falls down
Þ organisation of the tutoring: information exchange and
support for tutors in networks
Þ organisation of specific programs for teachers, desi-
gners, tutors, profession leaders: organisation of the
specific training for distant teaching (for teachers) and
for every other group involved (designers, teachers,
tutors, profession leaders)
Þ organisation of an ongoing learning process for every
one involved (also the trainers are learning by doing),
organisation of learning from others (bench marking).
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9.7 Summary: Key-Factors of Video-Conferencing for
Corporate Training
Graph 13: Key-Factors of Video-Conferences for Corporate
Training
-
-
technological configuration:
VIDEO-CONFERENCE
qualification need:
lack of transversal knowledge
learning contents:
• transversal, basic skills specific knowledge
• new specific skills and capabilities,
transferable to work
learning results:
• basic understanding of specific
organisation and production forms
• transfer to work, initiation of practical
and operating activities
target groups:
• specific groups of employees (dependent
on the content)
• promoters of the content
learner profile:
• content specific qualification
• identical qualification and working
interface
organisational aspects:
• simultanous participation of
different plants
• network organisation
technological aspects:
• realisation of familiarity with
the technology
• ISDN-multimedia equipment
social aspects:
• high concentration and
discipline during the sessions
learning strategies and activities:
• interactiv, team-oriented learning
• exchange of experience among the plants
monitoring/evaluation:support: learning
interfaces
between:
• checklists, questionnaires
• continuous formal feedback
from the tutors and the learners
• tutorial support for the
learners
• support and coaching for the
trainers and tutors
• within the lessons
• within the plants
tutors and
learnes:
trainers and 
learners:
learners and learners:
critical factors:
• precisely planned learning path
• keeping the attention of the learners through variety and alternation of didactical methods, information,
communication and activities
• the coordination and control of different plants
• the training and coaching for trainers and tutors
• to overcome the inhibitions of the participants (trainers, tutors and learners) in the video-conference courses
• within the plants, the lessons
• further interfaces between the
learners are not necessary • indirectly overthe tutors
trainers/operators
and tutors:
• tutor as filtering link to
the plant
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10 Example C: Business Television
10.1 Background
Increasing demands of the market compulsions induce to the
necessity for enterprises of continuously immediate spreading
of (product) information to employees, customers, suppliers and
dealers, more and more world wide. Business television is an
excellent media for this (world wide) information updating, al-
ready used even large companies (like FIAT). Global or nation
wide players are taking this technology for providing actual in-
formation to their customers (dealers and suppliers) and em-
ployees all over the country and the plants. In the case of FIAT
transmissions were addressed to the FIAT Auto sales network.
About 1100 dealers are connected up to now. Company news
are send twice a month for different cars.
But business television could also utilised for corporate training
in more and more decentralising and globalising markets and
companies. However more than other training technologies
business television has to be a complementary medium for cor-
porate training, combined with other training support.
The training and information transfer has to correspond with the
needs of the visitors of the course. Learning contents transmit-
ted by business television are product information, sales trai-
ning and promotion, customer orientation etc., but also skills
like car repairing and trouble shooting. All in all the contents
have to be easy to understand, clearly defined and of general
interest for specific, but large groups of “learners” or recipients
(basic information and updating of information and procedu-
res). The use of business television demands a company and
training content specific solution, so particular lessons have to
be produced. Business television should be used for corporate
training, if the visual potency of this media is an added value for
the training transfer.
The target groups of business television training are almost simi-
lar to the target groups of the information transmissions (like
company news): employees, dealers and their mechanics, sup-
pliers etc. They should have an homogenous qualification back-
ground or deal with a common object (e.g. parts of information
of a specific car are relevant for dealers and mechanics).
10.2 Framework (Prerequisites and Specifications)
10.2.1 Organisational and Structural Aspects
Business television could be seen as a cost effective training
application concerning travelling and personnel costs for nati-
on or world wide operating companies. The almost highest num-
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ber of recipients could be reached by this training opportunity,
without an increasing of the broadcasting costs.
In the opposite the preparing costs of a business television cour-
ses have to be noticed. The production has to be done by out-
sourcing, because business television specialists have to produ-
ce these kind of training sessions. An interdisciplinary produc-
tion group needed: beneath the teachers and pedagogical
methodologists a complete film crew (a studio has to be rented
as well).
The programs and the transmission have to be prepared in team
work, even with involvement of the later recipients. Furthermo-
re a complex organisation is required, to fit the needs of the
large number of participants. This concerns especially transmis-
sion dates and hours, but also the guaranty of the content sel-
ection and quality, the preparing for the transmission (e.g. eve-
ry interested recipient has to get an information and a manual
before the television broadcast), additional support and other
follow-up activities (for monitoring and evaluation).
For the trainer has a central role in the production and transfer
of business television courses, special teachers have to be cho-
sen. Not every trainer is able to handle this kind of teaching si-
tuation. The trainers personality is a critical factor for the atten-
tion of the learners and the learning results.
10.2.2 Technological Aspects
Business television is send via satellite on a rented channel at a
fixed time, a television with a decoder (for coded transmission
like payTV), a parabolic antenna (and a video recorder) are
the necessary equipment for the recipients or learners. A broad-
casting of live or pre-recorded training programs for corporate
settings is possible.
Interactive broadcasting as an added value combines a satel-
lite downlink with an audio conference by phone or direct tele-
phone calls during the broadcasting. A combination with other
feedback channels for business television is possible as well: tele-
data-services (for manuals, other additional information etc.),
email, internet, fax etc. In specific events (e.g. virtual congres-
ses) video feedback lines are also imaginable (but this is very
similar to video-conference applications). But at least clearly
limited transmission times restrain the possibility of answering
questions in real time and suggest follow-up activities.
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Graph 14: (Interactive) Business Television Setting
The technological advantage of business television is based on
the highest quality for the visualising of training aspects, cons-
traints have to be made upon the fact, that it is - even if it is
combined with other interactive possibilities - almost a one-way-
communication and information or training transfer media.
10.2.3 Social Aspects
Business television is an easy transferable way of corporate trai-
ning, because almost everyone world wide is familiar with this
kind of technology. But it has it constraints in the different cul-
tures and languages. To use this familiarity and to keep the at-
tention and motivation for the television training, the lessons have
to fit the cultural and social habits of the target groups. For world
wide broadcasting especially the different languages are a pro-
blem. As business television is mostly addressed to large target
groups, there will be a lot of recipients without the capability of
speaking another language. The most of this recipients would
not follow a lesson in another language or with subtitles. There-
fore business television courses have to be translated. This pro-
blem cumulates with the fact, that a lot of technical expressions
are normally used. Also organisational aspects could be pro-
blematic: In the case of FIAT there were a great difference in
working hours, the working attitudes and “culture” between the
North and the South.
studio
data transfer
feedback
via telephone / fax
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10.3 Learning Strategies and Activities
Because of the media opportunities and constraints corporate
training on business television conducts a high clarity and consi-
stency of learning contents. Business television provides for every
employee, customer, dealer and other recipients exactly the
same information and training. Its high visualising training possi-
bilities are more adequate to the manners of skilled workers:
Showing how it works instead of reading papers (e.g. for car
repairing) is easier accepted by the service staff of a car com-
pany.
But anyway, business television is characterised through an al-
most one-way information and training transfer. It is more a know-
how transfer and an indirect training, a receiving of information
and training. Skills, behaviour and procedures can be shown,
but not directly practised under supervision of the trainer. No
immediately training in simulated or real situation is possible du-
ring the training lessons. Therefore business television can only
initiate training and practising activities. Nevertheless during the
transmission it is possible for the learners, to have a television
right in the garage for following and practising the instruction of
the trainer on a car, that has to be repaired. To repeat the busi-
ness television courses as often as needed, the recipients should
tape them.
New media or better the combining of different media cause
new interactive possibilities for business television providing
constant feedback through the internet, keypads, telephone
and else. But video transmission through the internet are loosing
one added value of business television: the high quality of visua-
lising (however, e.g. video-conference courses allow a better
interactive communication during the session). On business te-
levision “interaction” is made additional to the transmission,
mostly afterwards.
10.4 Support and Learning Interfaces
Corporate training via business television has to be supported
by additional adequate activities, particularly adequate for the
target groups of the training. For example, a supporting learning
path on the internet is not adequate for skilled workers or me-
chanics. They are ordinarily not prepared, interested and willing
to use this channel for learning. They are not qualified for active
self-instructed learning on new media. Learning on the job and
showing or visualising of training aspects are more accepted
and efficient for these groups.
Support has to be given before the training by manuals and a
documentation of the lesson. During live transmission of business
television training courses telephone hotlines should be ope-
ned, with two or three experts of the actual content in the back-
ground. Problems and questions of the recipients could be col-
lected, the most relevant two or three questions from of gene-
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ral interest be selected and given to the trainer (at the end or
between the lesson). This gives the trainer the possibility to spe-
cify or repeat not or misunderstood parts of the lessons directly.
But it has to be kept in mind, that the recipients frequently are
very shy of phoning, but by experience and a growing familiari-
ty the number of direct phones during the transmission will increa-
se. The none answered and almost more specific questions are
responded by fax after the broadcasting.
Between the transmissions the teacher or trainer should be also
a tutor for the recipients: answering their questions, giving addi-
tional information and advice etc. For a large enough number
of recipients and transmissions call centres could be a more
elaborated way for the continuous support of the learners. In
“interactive” settings of business television telephone, fax or
email responds could be made, e.g. concerning multiple choice
questions.
On business television training courses there are only a few in-
terfaces:
· between trainers and learners there is only a minimum of sup-
port and communication during the transmission, and this
minimum is also filtered before.
· between tutors (this is also the task of the trainers) and lear-
ners there is a support between the transmissions.
· between learners and learners there is no formal contact in
any way. Sometimes informal exchange between technici-
ans or mechanics took place.
10.5 Monitoring, Assessment and Evaluation
Evaluation and monitoring of training courses via business tele-
vision are made on the learning results and feedback of the
recipients. Directly after the transmission the recipients should
send an already prepared multiple choice questionnaire by fax.
Because this opportunity is not taken by every recipient, ran-
dom telephone interviews should be made with at least 10% of
the learners.
On the long term the results of the training could be evaluated
by customer satisfaction indices, but this is measurable about
two years later.
An indirect monitoring is possible on the support activities and
feedback processes. For example, if there are a lot of question
on the same issue, something must be wrong with the (transfer
of the) training content.
10.6 Critical Factors
Business television for corporate training has an added value to
other training possibilities, if its application is are well elaborated
and one complies about the following critical factors:
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· a large number of (cultural) homogenous recipients; a large
number for cost effectiveness and a homogenous back-
ground to ensure the motivation for participating and the
attention of the learners (to remember: language problems)
· the preparation of a target group sufficient story board, ela-
borated with specialists on business television and film, inclu-
ding the selection of trainers with a media specific persona-
lity
· the combination with additional support and follow up
(inter)activities.
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10.7 Summary: Key-Factors of Business Television for
Corporate Training
Graph 15: Key-Factors of Business Television for Corporate
Training
26
-
-
technological configuration:
BUSINESS TELEVISION
qualification need: continuous up-dating of information, knowledge and procedures
learning contents:
• easy transferable, transversal contents
• clearly and consistently defined
learning results:
• continuous update of product information
• basic knowledge about new procedures
and (customer) orientations
target groups:
learner profile:
organisational aspects:
• outsourcing of the film
production
technological aspects: social aspects:
learning strategies and activities:
monitoring/evaluation:support: learning
interfaces
between:
tutors and learnes: trainers and leaners:learners and learners:
critical factors:
• large number of recipients
• all kinds of professions are possible
• cultural and qualificational
homogenous group
• satellite transmission
• television set and parobolic antenna
• additional media combining
• high familiarity with medium
• no (or indirect) interactivity
• almost passive receptation
• information gathering
• initiation of  training on the job
• manuals, handbooks (before)
• hotlines (during the transmission)
• tutorial support (after and
between the transmissions)
• checklists, questionnaires
• random telephone interviews
• customer satisfaction index
• collecting and responding
questions and problems
• the tutoring is made by the trainer
in between the transmissions
• no formal communication and
co-operation
• minimum of interaction during
the lessons via telephone
hotline
• no interactivity
• no individual feedback (only indirict or additional possibilities)
• added value of the high quality of visualising
• a large number of (cultural) homogenous recipients
• the preparation of a target group sufficient story board, elaborated with specialists on business television
• the combination with additional support and follow up (inter)activities.
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